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Whatever the power generation process ( fission or fusion), a nuclear plant is a complex system made of thousands of components and

equipment. It is also submitted to the most strength requirements in terms of safety, environmental impact, schedule and economical

competitiveness.

Even the fission process is well known and managed, achieving successfully a nuclear facility construction project nowadays requires a

mastery in integration and project management. The feedback of recent test and propulsion reactor projects designed and built by

AREVA TA (more than 10 reactors from 4 different designs in the last 12 years) and the recent erected Asian NPPs and under process

Okiluoto AREVA NP EPR construction project highlight the real interest of most modern engineering method utilization. 

These methods, satisfying the project management standards issued in the last five years, are based on a global approach and on the

continuous improvement of the process. They offer a real minimization of risks for the client, for the public and the environment.

Achieving a new fusion power plant project implies a change in the order of magnitude of the scientific and technical complexity.

Naturally the feedback of previous scientific machines projects is strongly limited specially in the field of nuclear facility integration,

nuclear safety culture, human factor, Integrated Logistic Support, nuclear operation and decommissioning requirements at the design

and construction stages.

The paper presents how can fusion community take advantages from best engineering practices of nuclear companies.

The examples issued from AREVA group’s experience show the versatility of the engineering approach and present some successful

adaptations of these methods, even if the engineering responsibility is limited and the technical domain is different. These methods,

initially developed for core activities (nuclear propulsion reactor engineering) have been successfully used in the field of scientific

facilities (JHR Jules Horowitz experimental Reactor, Laser Megajoule plant, dedicated to simulation) and in rightly different domains,

such as airplane construction (Airbus A380 final assembly line).

The full paper and the associated presentation will focus on decision making support services in the following domains: risks

management, performances management, interfaces ( as well physical as functional interfaces) and integration management.

The contribution of CAD and TDMS ( technical data management system) will be discussed.
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